ST.017S-0ENG

FLAP / MAXIFLAP
SPECIFICATION
Range: FLAP
Design: Alberto Meda, Francesco Meda

“Snowsound Technology” sound-absorbing element fixed to the wall/ceiling.
Panel description:
Both faces with convex section 36 mm thick, consisting of an internal padding in variable
density polyester fiber. The density decreases moving towards the heart of the panel,
which is covered on both sides with Trevira CS® polyester fabric, solidly applied to
the padding. The panel is double sided, with same characteristics on both sides. It is
characterized by the rigid edge obtained by the manufacturing process itself, without
any supporting and/or stiffening frame.

360 °

The panel has an Italian Class1 fire reaction and Euroclass B-s2, d0.
The panel is Greenguard Gold certified, which validates its low VOC emission and its
contribution to the quality of the indoor environment.
The panel is 100% recyclable and has no detectable formaldehyde content according
to UNI EN 717-2. It does not contain felts or other organic materials that are hardly
recyclable.
The panel has been tested in reverberation chamber according to UNI EN ISO 354 and
obtained “Acoustic Absorption Class A”, in accordance with UNI EN ISO 11654.
Panel dimensions:
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Support description:
The panel is fixed to the wall/ceiling thanks to a chromed steel arm (available in two
lengths) and a chromed steel plate, fixed directly to the panel with self-tapping screws.
These two elements are connected by a joint that allows the rotation and inclination of
the panel itself.
10 / 23 cm

I prodotti descritti in questa scheda tecnica sono muniti di marcatura CE ai sensi della
norma di prodotto armonizzata EN 13964 per la destinazione d’uso come controsoffitto.
Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of the
products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication
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Available colours:
6071

8033

Blue
4027

8007

Black

Dark grey

8004

Red
7013

2005

Silver grey

Carrot orange
3008

Dove-grey

0001

Apple green

4030

1008

White

Sun yellow
7004

Beige

Light green
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ST.020S-0ENG

FLAP TOTEM
SPECIFICATION
Range: FLAP
Design: Alberto Meda, Francesco Meda

“Snowsound Technology” sound absorbing element composed of 6 Botanica panels
and a free-standing structure.
Panel description:
Both faces with convex section 36 mm thick, consisting of an internal padding in variable
density polyester fiber. The density decreases moving towards the heart of the panel,
which is covered on both sides with Trevira CS® polyester fabric, solidly applied to
the padding. The panel is double sided, with same characteristics on both sides. It is
characterized by the rigid edge obtained by the manufacturing process itself, without
any supporting and/or stiffening frame.
The panel has an Italian Class1 fire reaction and Euroclass B-s2, d0.
The panel is Greenguard Gold certified, which validates its low VOC emission and its
contribution to the quality of the indoor environment.
The panel is 100% recyclable and has no detectable formaldehyde content according
to UNI EN 717-2. It does not contain felts or other organic materials that are hardly
recyclable.
The panel has been tested in reverberation chamber according to UNI EN ISO 354 and
obtained “Acoustic Absorption Class A”, in accordance with UNI EN ISO 11654.

360 °

Structure description:
The panels are fixed busing arms, welded to a chromed tubular steel structure,
equipped with plates and casings in chromed steel, fixed directly to the panels
using self-tapping screws. These two elements are connected by a joint that allows
the rotation and inclination of each panel. The base is made of steel, thickness
5 mm, epoxy powder-coated.

180 ÷ 200 cm

Dimensions:

ø 35 cm
Max overall dimension 70 x 70 cm
Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of the
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Availbale colours:
6071

8033

Blue
4027

8007

Black

Dark grey

8004

Red
7013

2005

Silver grey

Carrot orange
3008

Dove-grey

0001

Apple green

4030

1008

White

Sun yellow
7004

Beige

Light green
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ST.010S-0ENG

FLAP LED
LIGHTING ELEMENT TECHNICAL CARD

BIFFI Luce
illumina le tue emozioni

Description: Fixture complete with a high efficiency LED light source with a nominal
flux of 560 lm (3200 K). It is made from epoxy polyester powder coated aluminum.
luminum complete with protected stripled 70 led/mt. Driver 24V and transparent
Driver 24V, electric cable lenght 190 cm and protected stripled 70 led/mt are included.
ection against the penetration of dust, solid
degree of protection against the penetration of dust, solid objects and liquids is
IP40 for theThe
gear compartment.
IP65 for the lamp compartment and IP40 for the gear compartment.
Luminaire details
Supply voltage
Driver 24Vdc
Insulation class
IP number
Glow wire
Impact test
European standards

100-240V 50-60Hz
included
CL I
IP65/IP40
850° C
IK04
EN60598-2-1
EN62471:2008, EN60825-1
RG0

Photobiological risk

Lamp details
Lamp
Type
CRI
CCT

LED
Strip 70-3200
typ 80
3200 K
560lm
6W
A

Luminous flux
Power
IEE

Colour
09

White RAL9010

Accessories

ott-18
Subject to technical changes without prior notice.
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Deze informatie is afkomstig van de website van Zero-Z design / Akoestiekexpert.nl.
Voor vragen, toelichting en meer informatie kunt u contact opnemen met:

Zero-Z design
Jasmijnstraat 6a

Modem 20b

3732 EC De Bilt

7741 MJ Coevorden

T +31 (0)30 2201297
F +31 (0)30 2210692
E info@zero-z-design.nl
W www.zero-z-design.nl
www.akoestiekexpert.nl

